
QUOTING IN RESEARCH PAPER

How to Quote in a Research Paper. A research paper can be made stronger through the use of quotations. You may
use quotes when you need to cite a key.

Be careful not to misquote. Basking in its historical glory, many people are unaware that there are livable
bedrooms at the top of the building. One more type of quotations is block quotes. Sometimes the idea is only
clear to you. Quoting the words of others carries a big responsibility. Sometimes it is necessary for clarity and
flow to alter a word or words within a quotation. If you are quoting a passage that contains a quotation, then
you use single quotation marks for the internal quotation. The nurse clinician orients new staff, develops
policies, and provides support where needed. The social context of critical care clinical judgment. Note that
you should put a period after parenthetical citation because then it means your quote is not complete and it is
considered a mistake. If you use quotation without mentioning the source or author in the brackets so-called
parenthetical citation , you should put comma or period before the closing quotation mark. In the arts and
humanities, however, well-chosen quotes are often essential to a good paper. Even if the student-writer had
acknowledged Chase as the source of the content, the language of the passage would be considered plagiarized
because no quotation marks indicate the phrases that come directly from Chase. Quotation : The exact same
words as the author used, presented between quotation marks. They do not take patient assignments. Well,
following the example above, you primarily write your piece of thought and then you support it with the
evidence right away. Thus, the exclamation mark is considered to be part of the original quotation. The second
type of quotations is called indirect. You might instead want to quote Jane when she arrives at the ultimate
reason for her strong emotions: Jane Doe grappled with grief and disbelief. Do not change words when you are
using a direct quote; the text should be exactly the same as in the source. Martin's Guide to Writing. Masters
Thesis, University of Alaska, Anchorage. This example is from Paul F. The resource nurse is seen as both a
caregiver and a resource to other caregivers. Citing sources you have not actually read misleads your readers
to think you researched and read materials that you did not. The nurse manager does not directly care for
patients but follows the progress of unusual or long-term patients. Springfield, MA: Merriam-Webster, ,  That
system will not be presented here, but you should expect to encounter it in your reading of the literature. There
may be times when you need to quote long passages. Compares and contrasts quoting, paraphrasing, and
summarizing, and gives tips on how to integrate quotations. Even though they were out of breath, they made it
on time. Examples of proper quotation and plagiarism of the original text The quotation on the right, though it
has a citation, would be considered plagiarism because it is not enclosed in quotation marks. You will have to
quote frequently from the novels in order to analyze their language and style. The example will look like this:
Scholar Michael Corinaldi makes a similar point about the history of Israel and the Ethiopians: The Israeli
government, however, made no attempt to include the Ethiopians in the waves of immigrants that arrived in
Israel, and in some cases, Ethiopian Jews were forced to go hiding lest they are deported by the local
authorities. Instead, in the body of your paper mention that the original study came from Source B, but cite
Source A. Misquoting misrepresents the ideas of others. Working for and organizing household subsistence
were what defined mothering. You can also use some more information and incorporate a quotation it in the
following way: Once entering the park, the Cinderella Castle is a heavenly and magical view for all Disney
guests to see. Booth, Wayne C.


